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Hotel Éclat Beijing Awarded Best Design Hotel in China  

by The Haute Grandeur Global Hotel Awards™ 2022 

 

Beijing – August 16th , 2022 - Hotel Éclat Beijing is awarded Best Design Hotel in China by 

The Haute Grandeur Global Hotel Awards™2022. This award is one of the highest 

achievements in the luxury hotel industry. 

 

 

Hotel Éclat Beijing Awarded Best Design Hotel in China by  

The Haute Grandeur Global Hotel Awards™ 

 

The Haute Grandeur Global Hotel Awards™ recognize remarkable achievements in 

delivering consistent, exceptional experiences in the global luxury hospitality industry. These 

awards are considered one of the highest achievements for the luxury hotel industry, 

celebrating the very best in hotel experiences across seven continents, 172 countries and 90 

categories. And most importantly, real hotel guests help decide the winners through honest 

reviews of their stay. Rewarding hotels & resorts that consistently set the benchmark in the 

hospitality industry, a true testament of excellent service. 

 

“We are absolutely delighted to be awarded Best Design Hotel in China by The Haute 

Grandeur Global Hotel Awards™ 2022. It is a privilege for our hotel, for me, and for my 

team. And a truly global recognition of Éclat’s ‘Art of Luxury, Luxury of Art’ brand essence.” 

Said Dany Lützel, the General Manager of Hotel Éclat Beijing. 
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Hotel Éclat Beijing Lobby 

Housed in the striking ‘glass-pyramid’ landmark of Parkview Green, Hotel Éclat Beijing 

offers a rare combination of museum quality art, sublime comfort, luxury chic 

accommodations, epicurean indulgence of outstanding cuisine while striving to intimately 

deliver an exceptional and intuitively warm hospitality experience with love and passion in a 

stylish yet cultured environment where inspiration and creativity are fostered through the 

aesthetics of fine art. Hotel Éclat’s sophisticated style and attitude extends to 100 of its 

tastefully appointed guestrooms and individually themed suites with stylish touches 

extended to upscale furniture, ultra-comfortable beds, tech-savvy facilities, and exclusive 

amenities. 

 

Hotel Éclat Beijing Lagoon Suite 

In the future, Hotel Éclat Beijing will continue to create vibrant lifestyle and unparalleled 

experiences for contemporary, creative world travellers in the Chinese capital. 

-End- 
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About Hotel Éclat Beijing 

As part of the Hong Kong Parkview Group, Hotel Éclat Beijing with 100 rooms and suites offers 

a unique opportunity to experience world-class art while enjoying stylishly inviting 

accommodations, outstanding cuisine, intuitive yet non-intrusive guest services and a 

spectacular Mall where you can shop till you drop - all within its unique architectural complex.  

With the signature 'Éclat Essentials' for guests to enjoy, Éclat re-defines the upscale hotel 

experience, bringing you the art of contemporary luxury and the luxury of contemporary art. 

Hotel Éclat Beijing is also a member of the exclusive Small Luxury Hotels of the World™. 

 

About Parkview Green 

Parkview Green, the multi-use complex in which Hotel Éclat Beijing is situated, is also home 

to various high-level grade offices, luxury retail outlets, art galleries and even state-of-the-art 

Cineplex. Parkview Green was the first integrated commercial project awarded the LEED 

Green Building Rating System Platinum Certification. The award-winning structure uses 

innovative environmental technologies resulting in energy use 50% lower than other 

buildings of similar size. 

 

About Small Luxury Hotels of the World™ 

Small Luxury Hotels of the World (SLH), the champion of small, luxury, independent hotels, 

has a collection of over 520 hotels in 80 countries. They are constantly on the road getting the 

first glimpse of the latest openings, game-changing hotel concepts and the most far-flung 

destinations.  

 

 

Media Contact: 

Angel Deng 

Director of Marketing & Communications  

Angel.Deng@eclathotels.com 

Tel: (86)10 8561 2888 ext. 2825 

For more information, please visit: www.eclathotels.com/beijing 
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